
 
 

Change to the Laws of the Game 2019-2020 
----------------- 

Coin Toss 
The team that wins the toss will be asked whether they want to kick off or choose a side. If they  
choose a side, the other team kicks. If they decide to kick off, then the opposing team gets the  
choice of sides to attack.  

 
 Goal Kicks 

Goal kicks no longer have to leave the Penalty Area. The ball is in play when it is kicked and  
clearly moves. The opponents must leave the Penalty Area, but the kicking team does not have to  
kick until the other team leaves. If the kick is taken prior to the opponent leaving the Penalty Area,  
they do so at their own risk. If the opponent steals the ball, even within the penalty area, play  
continues. 
 
Free Kicks 
Free kicks taken from within the kicking team’s own Penalty Area are treated like goal kicks, in  
that they no longer have to leave the penalty area. The ball is in play when it kicks and clearly  
moves. If the team defending a free kick sets up a wall of three or more players, then the attacking  
team may not be within 1 yard of that wall.  If an attacker is within 1 yard of the wall when the ball  
is kicked, then the referee is instructed to stop play. The restart is an indirect free kick for the  
defending team from the place where the offending attacker was standing. 
 
Quick Free Kicks 
Where a foul would result in a caution or send off, the referee now may delay the sanction until the  
next stoppage if the team that was fouled take a quick kick and develops a clear goal-scoring  
opportunity. Otherwise, play is to be stopped and the card shown. Because the quick kick restored a 
goal-scoring opportunity for the attacking team, if the original foul was determined to be a denial of  
an obvious goal scoring opportunity, and the defender was going to be sent-off for it, then the  
sanction is reduced to a caution (not a send off).  The concept is that the goal-scoring opportunity  
was restored during the quick kick and no longer denied, so the send-off is no longer necessary. 
Once the procedure of showing a card has been initiated by the referee, the opportunity to take a  
quick kick is no longer available.  Otherwise, the referee may create an unfair advantage for the  
attacking team by beginning to sanction a defender. 

 
PKs 
If the goalposts, crossbar, or goal net is moving, or the goalkeeper is touching them, then the referee  
does not signal for the kick to be taken until they are clear of the goalkeeper and no longer moving. 
When the ball is kicked, the goalkeeper must have at least part of one foot touching on or over the  
goal line.  If the goalkeeper has both feet either behind or in front of the goal line when the kick is  
taken, and a goal is not scored, the kick is retaken, and the goalkeeper is cautioned. Although a  
player receiving treatment must ordinarily leave the field, if the restart is a penalty kick, and the  
injured player is going to take the kick, then they may receive treatment on the field and then take  
the penalty kick. 

 
 



 
 
 
Pass Backs 
A goalkeeper still cannot touch the ball with her hand/arm directly from a teammate’s throw-in or  
after it has been deliberately kicked to the goalkeeper by a team-mate, but the new laws add an  
exception for when the goalkeeper receiving the ball “has clearly kicked or attempted to kick the  
ball to release it into play.”  If that happens, then they may use their hands. If the goalkeeper fakes  
the attempt and is not clearly attempting to release the ball into play, then they cannot handle the  
ball and play should be restarted with an indirect free kick for the opposing team. 
 
Handball 
Handling has been completely rewritten, presumably to be easier to implement.   
It starts with several principles:   
 
1) deliberate handballs are always called;  
2) some accidental handballs should be called;  
3) players who intentionally put themselves at risk of playing the ball with their hand/arm should 
generally be penalized; and  
4) players who could not reasonably avoid the ball hitting their hand/arm should not be penalized. 
 
The new laws create three explicit categories: situations that are 1) always an offense, 2) usually an  
offense, and 3) usually not an offense.   
 
Always an offense 

• The player deliberately touches the ball with his hand/arm, including by moving his 
hand/arm toward the ball.   

• The ball hits the hand/arm and goes directly into the goal. 
• The ball hits the hand/arm and the player gains control and either a) scores or b) creates a 

goal-scoring opportunity.   
 
Usually an offense  
Two situations are defined when the ball may accidentally touch a player’s hand/arm, but you 
would say that the player took an unreasonable risk and would usually find an offense.   

• The ball hits a player’s hand/arm when the player has “made their body unnaturally bigger” 
with that hand/arm. 

• The ball hits a player’s hand/arm when the player has raised their hand/arm above the 
player’s shoulder level. 

Thus, when a ball hits the hand/arm of a player that makes the player’s body unnaturally bigger or 
is above the player’s shoulder, a foul is usually called, even if the opponent plays the ball into the 
player’s hand from a close distance.   
 
  



 
 
 
Usually not an offense  
There are four situations that are not usually offenses, even though the ball has hit a player’s 
hand/arm.   

• When a player plays the ball and it hits his own hand/arm.   
• When a player plays the ball and it hits another close-by player’s hand/arm. 
• When the ball hits a player’s hand/arm, but that player has their hand close to their body and 

not making their body unnaturally bigger. 
• When a player falls to the ground and has their hand/arm between their body and the ground 

to brace their fall, but not if their have their hand extended out in any other way. 
 
Finally, a goaltender who handles the ball inside his own penalty area when not permitted to do so  
will never receive a caution or send off for it, even if they deny a goal-scoring opportunity or  
promising attack. 

 
Ball out of Play 
The ball is now considered out of play when it touches any match official, remains on the field of  
play, and either leads to the start of a promising attack; goes directly into the goal; or causes a  
change of possession. The restart is a dropped ball to the team who had possession before the ball  
hit the referee. Advantage is not considered. 

 
Dropped Ball 
Dropped balls are no longer contested.  Instead, the ball is dropped for one player, and all other  
players must be at least 4.5 yards away from the ball until it is in play. If the play was stopped when  
the ball was in the penalty area, or when the last touch of the ball was in the penalty area, then the  
ball is dropped for the defending team’s goalkeeper in their own penalty area. In all other cases, the  
ball is dropped for a player of the team that last touched the ball at the position where it last touched  
by the player, or an outside agent, or match official. 

 
Team Officials 
Finally, both red and yellow cards are to be shown to team officials when they are cautioned or sent  
off.  If misconduct is clearly committed, but cannot be attributed to any specific team official, the  
referee is to show the card to the most senior team official present, which, in most of our cases,  
would be the head coach. 
 


